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TAGORETIES

VB invites Didi 
to open museum
HT Correspondent

letters@hindustantimes.com

KOLKATA: Visva-Bharati has
invited chief minister
Mamata Banerjee to inau-
gurate a museum on
Rathindranath Tagore
newly restored by the
Archaeological Survey of
India (ASI).

In an invitation delivered
to chief minister’s office,
vice chancellor of Visva-
Bharati Rajat Kanta Roy
has requested Banerjee to
visit Santiniketan any time
by July.

“The museum would be
housed at Chitrabhanu 
that was once the studio of
Tagore’s son Rathindranath
Tagore. He was an expert 
in wood work and some of
his creations would be 
displayed in the museum
apart from his pictures,”
said special officer,
Rabindra Bhavana, Nilanjan
Banerjee.

Apart from being the 150
anniversary of
Rabindranath Tagore, 2011
is also the 50th year of the

death of Rathindranath, the
eldest son of Rabindranath
and the first vice-chancellor
of the university.

Though Banerjee is not
known to have blocked any
date for the visit to
Santiniketan, Visva-Bharati
officials are hopeful that the
chief minister would oblige
them as down the years she
has been campaigning to
accord more importance to
Tagore and his values than
the Left has done during its
long reign.

Rathindranath, who was
the vice chancellor of Visva
Bharati during 1951-52, did
stay in the house and also
worked there, spending a lot
of time at the studio.

“Rabindranath Tagore
himself had spent some
days in the two-storied
house and is known to have
composed a few short sto-
ries while he was there,”
said Banerjee.

The house itself is
remarkable in several
respects. Rathindranath
had installed a lathe
machine in it. It also has a

concrete bed with a perma-
nent mosquito net. A wood-
en frame that slides on the
concrete structure holds the
mosquito net.

Rathindranath was sent
by his father to Illinois to
study agriculture science.
He came back to Santi-
niketan and spent the next
four decades serving the
university. He taught genet-
ics and was acclaimed for
turning such a complex 
subject interesting to lay
people and students.
Without his patronage the
Tagore memorial and
archives would have per-
haps remained impossible
to build.

Archaeological Survey of
India has restored the build-
ing of Rathindranath as a
part of the renovation and
restoration efforts on
account of the 150th anniver-
sary celebration of Tagore.
Rajat Kanta Ray is retiring
as the vice chancellor of
Visva-Bharati and he wants
to get the inauguration done
by the new chief minister
during his tenure.
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Rajdhani wheel crack
KOLKATA: A wheel crack was
detected by two alert rail-
waymen in an AC 2-tier
coach of New Delhi-
Bhubaneswar Rajdhani
Express, which arrived at
Adra on Tuesday morning.
The wheel crack was
detected while the railway-
men were conducting
“rolling in examination” 
of the train as it was enter-
ing Adra station, a 
South-Eastern railway
release said. PTI

Trekker accident
BEHRAMPORE: At least 12 pas-
sengers of a trekker were
injured when the vehicle in
which they were traveling
fell into a roadside ditch.
The incident happened on
Tuesday morning near
Mamdalpur crossing in
Murshidabad. HTC

Tribals protest
RAMPURHAT: About 500 trib-
als blocked Rampurhat-
Dumka road for more than
3 hours protesting against
the lighting up of a tempo-
rary temple. Because of
that, more than 250 stone
crashers of Barpahari area
stayed closed. HTC

Jewellery shop looted
BOLPUR: A jewellery shop
was looted at Illambazar on
Tuesday evening. The
owner and some members
of the staff were injured.
They shop was robbed at
gunpoint. The police sta-
tion is merely 500 yards
from the spot. HTC

Worker dies 
HOWRAH: A contractual
labour died in an accident
while working at the Burn
Standard workshop in
Howrah on Tuesday night.
Police said, Ramjiban
Mallik (40) had fallen
between two wagons and
died on the spot. An 
agitation by the workers of
the plant took place follow-
ing the incident, demand-
ing the management to
take responsibility of
Mallik’s death and 
compensate his family. HTC

Sound martyr
KOLKATA: The number of
sound martyrs in the state
reached five with the mur-
der of primary school
teacher on May 28.
Manmohan Kuity (45) paid
the price for raising his
voice against the use of
microphone beyond the
stipulated time limit. HTC

Each child has a debt burdenHOSPITALS/NURSING  HOMES 
Amri (Dhakuria) 24612526/2626, Amri (Salt
Lake) 23357710/3320/8595/8596 Amri
Clinic (Southern Avenue) 24654594 /95/4948
Anandalok 23592931; Apollo Gleneagles
23202122/ 23203040 Emergency: 1066;
Apollo Clinic 24815741/42; 22837407 /08/09;
Assembly of God Church 22294676, 2229-4853
2229-4892; Aurobindo Seva Kendra 24733601;
BC Roy Hospital 23528101/9740; Belle Vue
22472321/6925, 22472321, 22476925,
22477473; BM Birla Heart Research Centre
24567777/7890, 24567001-9, 24567800-4,
24567890 Calcutta Medical College 22414901-
2; Chittaranjan Cancer Research Centre
24765101-2; Chittaranjan Seva Sadan
24754584/5074; Dilkhusha Nursing Home
22404067, 22404318; Divine Nursing Home
23505636, 23504765, 23502761, 23511661;
Harvard Medicare and Research Institute
22871460-3; Howrah General Hospital
26604738-39/5695/2813 Kothari Medical
Centre 24567049-52; Lady Dufferin Hospital
23500771; Lifeline Diagnosis Centre
22870511/8083 Mayflower Nursing Home
22171001-4, 22177860; BP Poddar Hospital &
Medical Research 24458901-07; Eskag
Sanjeevani -25541818/5252 Sunetra Family
Eye Care Centre 24188223-27

OXYGEN
BOC 9831277777 Sarin Brothers, BD Market,
Salt Lake 23373091; Dhanwantary 24493734

BLOOD
Central Blood Bank 2351 0619; Lifecare 2244
4940; Haemophilia Society 2416 3739;
Bhoruka Blood Bank 2244 9619/8092

AMBULANCE
Amra Kajan Club 25811997; AMRI 65500000,
23202147/23202122; Apanjan Hindmotor
26943400; Apollo Gleneagles Hospital 1066;
Arambag General Hospital 953211-255095;
Asia Rescue Medical Services 9831008900/-
9830365276/ 393; Aswini Nagar Ch. &
Welfare Society 24112323/28673030;
Automobile Asson of E. Rgn 24755131-33;
Bandhab Sangha 26624682; Barasat Citizen
Forum 25525595; Basudevpur Five Star Club
26797315; Bharat Relief Society 22342670/-
22359952; Blue Bells Nurses Bureau
24754670/24766791; BM Birla Heart
Research Centre 24567777; Calcutta Medical
Research Institute Critical Care Ambulance
9836490447; Care & Cure Nursing Home
95343-2568374; Curewell Mobile Clinic
22942202/0760; Dakshin Behala Auto Sangha
Sammilani 24939990; Dhakuria Club
Samanway Samiti 24154934; Dhanwantary
24495594/5542; East Calcutta Clinic
23507479; Fast Aid 24740869; Happy
Calcuttans 24400160; Hazra Medical Stores
24495794; Healthcare 24150600; Howrah
General Hospital 26603211/3212; Howrah
Municipal Corporation 26603211/3212; J.N
Roy Sishu Seva Bhavan 28850120/23500069;
Jadavpur Byabsayi Samiti 9831105681;
Jadavpur Merchant Association 24125079/-
8165/9830048199; Jain Kalyan Sangha
22740690/8620; Calcutta Medical Hospital
22414901-02; Calcutta National Medical
Hospital 22440122-24; Kolkata Municipal
Corporation 22197202; Life-AAid 2422 5807;
Lake Town Block Book Fair Committee
25219578/28661115; Lansdowne Nursing
Home 24749175; Lifecare Medical Services
2475 4628; Meera Seva Kendra
24110968/8316; NRS Hospital 22443213-
3217; Swasti Clinical Laboratory 24755076/-
2575; Saha Nursing Centre 24838830/-
9831021017; New Life 24718606/24114755,
Nightingale Ambulance Service 24754169;
Peerless Hospital 24622394/2462; Peoples
Co-OOp. Bank 953222-25172; Phoolbagan
Sporting Club 28495970-26691099; RG Kar
Hospital 25557676/8838; Rajdanga Club
Samanway Comt. 24421902; Rajib Gandhi
Memorial 24854040/5050; Ramraja Nabin
Sangha 26772255/28497604; Rani Rashmoni
Mission 28674531/9830126087; Relief
Medical Services 2475 4169; Ruby General
Hospital 24426091; Shahid Shibsankar Seva
Samiti 95342-2557505/2557251; Santosh
Mitra Sq. Durgotsab Samiti 22173758; Shibaji
Sporting Club 26630516; Southend Polyclinic
2466 2433; SSKM 22236242/9692; Sonex
953222-263323, South Calcutta Nurses
Bureau 24160992, 24844322; Ward Sports
Association 24730676

PATHOLOGY LABS
Ideal Clinic 22412211; MP Birla Eye Clinic
22817780-1; Medinova 24661780/0708/-
3651; Nightingale 22827255/7969/7263; Roy
& Tribedi 22268789/6643; Tropical
Laboratory- 26675580; Wockhardt Medical
Centre 24754320/4096

LATENIGHT CHEMISTS
Dhanwantary (Opp BM Birla) 24495594/3734
; Chemist Corner (Behala) 24780334;
Jibandeep (Hazra) 24550926 ; Nandan
Medical Hall (Salt Lake) 23581732/9617

EYE BANK
International Eye Bank 23585758 Howrah
Lions Eye Bank 26602015 Susrut Eye Hospital
23580201 Anandalok Netralaya 23592931
Disha (Prova) Eye Bank 25933737 Medical
College-22413853

HELPLINE
NURSING BUREAU
Swasti 24748881, 24759158; Sanjivani
23607881/8785; Saha Nursing Centre
24838830/9831021017
IN DISTRESS
Alcoholics Anonymous 22277386
(2-6.30pm, Sunday closed) Cancer
Foundation of India 24053131/6161 (Monday
to Friday 10am-6pm); HelpAge India 1800-
345-1253

MOBILE CARDIAC UNIT
Dreamland Nursing Home - 25553216 Divine
Nursing Home 23502761 Rameswara Nursing
Home 23374247 Marwari Relief Society
22238724 Indian Association Of Blood Cancer
And Allied Diseases 23512634 Dreamland
Nursing Home 25553216 Austanga Ayurved
TB Hospital 23342501; BC Roy Hospital-
22388411

AIRLINES
INTERNATIONAL
Air India 22822356/6012/9831; Aeroflot
22823765/9861; Air France 22882161/1169;
Gulf Air 2247778;3 Kuwait Airways 22474495;
Royal Brunei 22292092/4464/7112/7105/-
2092; Biman Bangladesh 22292843/2844,
22497309; British Airways 9831377470; Druk
Air 22402419, 22805365, 22470050; KLM
22403151/ 1636, 25118329; Lufthansa
22299365-69; Qatar Airways 22298363/8370,
22208371; Qantas 22470718, 22400930,
22807777; Royal Jordanian 2474509-94; Royal
Nepal 22888534/8549; Singapore Airlines
22809898; Thai Airways 22801630-35
DOMESTIC
Indian Airlines Helpline (Call Centre) 1407
Tollfree helpline (from landlines) 1600-180-
1407 Enquiry (Manual- aairport) 25119637;
Enquiry (Manual-AAirline House) 22114433
Tele check-iin (airport) 25119633/ 25118564
; Air Deccan 08039008888 (tollfree),
9831677008; Jet Airways 2292227/2237/
2214/ 2813 Air Sahara 22822786/8969/ 9075
AIRPORT ENQUIRY
International 25118787 Domestic 25118787;

HEARSE SERVICES                
Lokenath Divine Society of India 24793301;
Meera Seva Kendra 24754169; Brahmo
Social Service Organisation 9830479456
Saha Nursing Centre 24838830/ 9831021017 

FIRE
Emergency no: 101 Control room: 22440101

FUNERAL FURNISHERS             
L Madeira & Co 22110053

WOMEN’S GRIEVANCES
Swayam 24863367/68

ELECTRICITY
CESC Fault Reporting Centre-CCentral/South
1912; North 23500928; North Suburban
25537581; Howrah 26669161/62; WBSEB
Emergency 23591896

RAILWAYS
Howrah station (old complex) 1310/1331/-
1332, 26387412/ 3542/2581; (new complex)
26382217 Sealdah 23503535/3537 Reser-
vation 138; Recorded information 1331/ 1332 

TAXI REFUSAL
22155000 (extn.5096) 

TELEPHONE
Changed Number 1951, 1952, 1953; Hindi
Visesh Seva 177

KMC CONTROL ROOM
2286-1212-4

ANIMAL HELPLINE
Compassionate Crusaders 24647030,
22104365 Wildlife Control Room 3095-8798

CAR PROBLEM
Automobile Association of Eastern India
24755131-3; Breakdown services 24755131,
24768810 Exide Battery 22844564/570

POLICE
Lalbazar Control Room 22143230/3024

PASSPORT OFFICE
2554893, 2554762, 2254084   

HELPLINE 

HT Correspondent
letters@hindustantimes.com

KOLKATA: Every child born in
West Bengal has a debt burden
of R21,697, finance minister Amit
Mitra said on Tuesday.
According to the finance min-
ister, the total debt now stands
at R2.03 lakh crores.

But how did such a huge debt
accumulate? According to the
finance minister, the Left Front
government had stopped pay-
ing the bills and started bor-
rowing from the Centre and
market ‘disproportionately’.

Quoting figures from the 
government files, Mitra said,
“The treasury balance on
November 10, 2010, was R2,507
crores. It means not only there
was a zero balance but bills
amounting to R2,507 crores

were waiting to be paid.” On
March 9 the figure was R2,778
crores and on April 19, 2011, the
figure shot up further to
R3,251crores. 

The Left Front government
had put an unofficial embargo
on the payment of bills. None
of the bills sent to the govern-
ment between November 2010
and March 2011 were paid. 

“After coming to power we
tried to estimate the accumu-
lated liability. It was a 
whopping R2,500 crore. 
Between April and May 2011
it accumulated further and now
the figure stands at R3,500
crore,” he added.   

He however said that chief
minister Mamata Banerjee has
decided to lift all embargoes on
payment of bills imposed by the
Left Front.

“We will be arranging 
R500 crore from small savings
and the rest from market 
borrowings. Payment of out-

standing bills will start from
Wednesday. If we do not pay
the bills the people will sue us.
Its very painful but that’s pre-

cisely the state in which the
pervious government has left
us,” he added.       

He said that while most of
the state including Maharashtra,
Andhra Pradesh and Bihar had
recorded surplus revenue, West
Bengal recorded deficit rev-
enue of R16,441 crores.  The only
state, which came close to West
Bengal in revenue deficit, was
Orissa with R7,655 crore.

Former finance minister Asim
Dasgputa had said on Monday
that the Centre could have sent
grants to the Bengal govern-
ment when the Left Front was
in power but it didn’t. 

But according to Mitra the
state government had not asked
for any grant. 

“I am really surprised to see
that while on September 3, 2010,
the state government had

requested the Centre for a grant
of R2,985 crores, the amount
was reduced to R1,345 crores
on December 3, 2010. The next
day the state government sent
another letter to the Centre
saying that it doesn’t need any
grant as it would be managing
the money through systemic
discipline,” said the former 
Ficci chief. 

Asked whether the state 
government will conduct any
judicial probe or enquiry by 
any other investigative agency
to unearth the mess that 
the Left Front has created, 
the finance minister said, “As
of now we are just collecting
facts and figures. All the depart-
ments have been asked to 
properly examine and estimate
the figures of liabilities 
and debt.”

LOAD Amit Mitra paints a grim picture; says Left did not pay bills while continuing to borrow

Subhendu Maiti 
letters@hindustantimes.com

KOLKATA: The West Bengal
Medical Council (WBMC) may
defend two doctors who had
allegedly caused the death of
Anuradha Saha, the wife of US-
based physician Kunal Saha.
The Medical Council of India
(MCI) had recommended the
cancellation of licenses for 3
months of general physician
Sukumar Mukherjee and der-
matologist BN Haldar. 

The West Bengal Medical
Council is a statutory body look-
ing after penal and ethical mat-
ters of registered doctors in the
state. West Bengal Medical
Council president Ashoke
Chowdhury received a copy of
the recommendation of the order
and met council members at
the SSKM Hospital on Tuesday.
The council will take a legal
opinion and might move the
high court challenging the can-
cellation of license order.

Chowdhury said, “We will
decide in the next meeting
whether we will implement the
MCI directive against the two
doctors. Till then they can carry
out their practice.”

It is learnt that the council
has already checked with rules
and laws mentioned in the
Bengal Medical Act (1914) and
Indian Medical Council Act
(1956). One senior member of
the council said, “We have gone
through the rules and laws. I
doubt whether the MCI has any
such right to recommend can-
cellation of licenses of doctors.
MCI looks after medical edu-
cation, colleges and research
institutes across the country.
The state medical council deals
with the penal and ethical issues
of doctors.” 

The MCI ruling, which was
delivered after 14 years of legal
battle, has come as disap-
pointment for Kunal, who had
said via an email that the coun-
cil should have cancelled the
licenses of the doctors for life.

The MCI committee consti-
tuted by the board of governors,
passed the order earlier in May.

MLA Debasree Roy met Amit Mitra on Tuesday to seek tax 
exemption for her animal rights NGO. ASHOK NATH DEY/HT PHOTO

All work and a little play

MLA Chiranjit inaugurates a gym at Barasat College on Tuesday. TAPASI BASU/HT PHOTO

Partha visit fuels
hope of land return
HT Correspondent 

letters@hindustantimes.com

KOLKATA: Fuelling hopes of return
of 400 acres of land from the
997.9 acres of the Nano plant
to the ‘unwilling’ farmers of
Singur, commerce and indus-
tries minister Partha Chatterjee,
who has been entrusted by chief
minister Mamata Banerjee with
the task of finding out ways for
return of land, visited the 
now-abandoned small car plant
site on Tuesday. 

Arriving at the plant site at
8am, he not only visited the sur-
rounding villages and spoke
to the unwilling land-losers, but
also entered the plant and met
senior Tata officials and bureau-
crats of the West Bengal
Industrial Development Cor-
poration (WBIDC). The land is
leased to the Tatas for 90 years. 

Chatterjee traveled on foot
and car and minutely observed
how much land is still unused
and could be extracted from
the site for returning to the
unwilling land-losers. 

Accompanied by WBIDC
chief Subrata Gupta and 10
other officials, Singur MLA and
school education minister
Rabindranath Bhattacharjee,
Haripal MLA and the local face
of Singur movement Becharam
Manna, he was in the area for
more than three hours and also
held a meeting with senior
bureaucrats at the government
agency’s office.

Singur BDO Pulak Sarkar,

anti-acquisition movement
leader such as zilla parishad
member Manik Das and
Beraberi panchayat pradhan
Dudh Kumar Dhara were also
accompanying him. Both Das
and Dhara have wide knowl-
edge over the situation of land
inside the plant site.  

This was a first time, since
2006 when land acquisition for
the plant began, that any min-
ister visited the factory com-
pound. Chatterjee’s predeces-
sor, Nirupam Sen, had never
ventured inside the factory site.
Chatterjee’s spot survey of the
area, on the other hand, has
increased hopes among the
farmers about return of land.  

“Substantial amount of land
is still remaining unused inside
the plant premises that could

be returned to the unwilling
peasants. We don’t want any
clash between agriculture and
industries and want both to pros-
per. No villager will be harmed
in our regime,” Chatterjee told
the media after the visit. 

In the meeting with WBIDC
officials, Chatterjee asked them
to prepare the status report
about availability of land inside
the plant premises and on the
possibility and procedure to
return them to peasants. “As
soon as I get the report I’ll sub-
mit it to Banerjee and then she
will take the call as how to deal
with the situation,” said
Chatterjee. According to sources
close to him, about 200 acres
have been spotted that could
be returned. He left Singur
around 12.30pm.

Commerce and industries minister visited the abandoned car
plant at Singur on Tuesday. ANANDA DAS/HT PHOTO

Go easy on cut fruit
vendors, says MMiC
Sandip Chowdhury

Sandip.Chowdhury@hindustantimes.com

KOLKATA: The Trinamool Cong-
ress-controlled Kolkata Muni-
cipal Corporation (KMC) has
offered a breather to sale of 
cut fruits.

Cut fruits, doctors say, can
cause several health hazards
but the MMiC, himself a med-
ical practitioner, doesn’t seem
too concerned. “Being a doc-
tor, I am aware of the conse-
quences of selling cut fruits, it’s
nothing compared to selling of
bulk spurious edible oil at whole-
sale markets. We have no infra-
structure to stop the bigger
crimes and culprits, so why
bother small investors who have
a daily capital of only R250 
or R300,” Partha Pratim Hazari,
member, mayor-in-council (pre-
vention of food adulteration)
told HT. What would the chief
minister, who holds the health
portfolio, say to that?

“I have asked my food inspec-
tors not to show how hard they
work by conducting drives
against cut fruit vendors in the
city,” Hazari said, 

The MMiC had ordered his
men to go easy on the cut fruit
vendors because destroying
their business would mean no
food for their families. 

According to the civic depart-
ment, a food inspector is allowed
to collect only two food and 
beverage samples in three
months because the laborato-
ry lacks analysis strength if
more samples are collected.

“Why only question the man-

power and laboratory facilities?
Even if we strengthen them
what will happen? We can only
get hold of the small fries and
the bigger culprits will still enjoy
freedom,” Hazari said.

The KMC laboratory lacks
infrastructure which can check
whether meat sold in mutton
shops is meat of goats or dogs.
“Unless you conduct such tests,
going tough on cut fruit sellers
is meaningless,” he said.

Despite hitting hard on the
cut fruit sellers, the MMiC is
willing to concentrate more on
adulteration in cooking oil or
cleaning vegetables with cop-
per sulphate that might cause
instant death.

According to civic records,
since 2003, no businessman has
been penalised for food and bev-
erages adulteration. The law 
is a long-drawn process and it
is very difficult, especially with
such logistics, to nab the 
offenders.

MEDICAL COUNCIL
TO BACK THE
‘TAINTED’ DOCS

HAZARI ORDERED HIS 
MEN TO GO EASY ON CUT
FRUIT VENDORS SINCE
DESTROYING THEIR
TRADE MEANS NO FOOD
FOR THEIR FAMILIES

Dictionary with a difference
Nandini Guha

nandini.guha@hindustantimes.com

KOLKATA: A comprehensive 
six-volume Bengali to English
dictionary, which was concep-
tualised by the legendary lin-
guist Sukumar Sen is now about
to see light of day, thanks to the
Asiatic Society.

Noted linguist and acade-
mician Pabitra Sarkar, who 
has edited four out of six vol-
umes said that the dictionary
is unique because it provides
the Roman script of every entry,
its grammatical categorisation

and its citation in literature
apart from the translation 
(in English).

“Take the Bengali word chak
for example. While it signifies

a potter’s wheel, it also means
a beehive,” said Sarkar.

Titled Modern Bengali dic-
tionary for non-Bengali read-
ers, the dictionary was edited
initially by Asit Kumar Bando-
padhyay, after which the proj-
ect was taken up by Pabitra
Sarkar in 2003.

“There are many smaller
dictionaries but there is hard-
ly any comprehensive diction-
ary for non–Bengali readers
and researchers of linguistics,”
said Sarkar.  Each hard-bound
volume will be priced between
R500 and R800.

( )
There are smaller 

dictionaries but hardly
any comprehensive
one for non-Bengali

readers & researchers
of linguistics 

PA B I T R A  S A R K A R
Linguist


